KANGAROO LUXE
THE ULTIMATE

Design: Leif Hagerup & Lars Malmborg

> Aluminium frame and
stainless steel components

> Frame colours:
Black, red, blue, white, silver

> Solid double-walled
aluminium rims

> Reflectors on the hood,
tyres and base

> Hood colours:
Red, black, blue, grey

> Spacious and flexible
full-cover hood

> Side window
can be opened

> Window in roof so the
children can see
and be seen

> Multi-adjustable
handlebars
> Mono hub with closed
ball bearings and disc brakes

> Separately adjustable
seats mounted on base
rail. Optional extra

> Torsion bar suspension
> Low entry and exit height
> Adjustable steering
damper with six positons

> Impact-resistant base
designed to repel shocks

> Patented three-point
steering system

KANGAROO LUXE is Winther’s original family cycle. It has given many
children a safe and pleasant transportation to and from institutions and
parents use it when out shopping or simply out for a spin. The design
is Danish and stylish, and every detail has been thought out – making
it pleasant to ride, comfortable, safe and practical. It adds quality to
everyday life.
SAFETY FIRST A secure harness keeps the children strapped in, and the
cabin’s impact-resistant material is designed to repel bumps and has
rounded edges. It is fitted with reflectors, and a front prop stand is also
available to give the cycle added stability when parked.
FLEXIBLE SPACE FOR CHILDREN The cabin is spacious and flexible, so
there’s plenty of room for two children up to 135 cm tall. It’s easy for
children to enter and exit the cabin, and one seat can be placed in the
middle to get the balance just right when only one child is in the cabin.
Moreover, the top of the cabin opens, so you can reach down to the
children while you are on the bike.

ROOM FOR LUGGAGE Behind the seats, there is plenty of room for
luggage and daytoday shopping, and the weight is allocated with
stability in mind. A zip fastening at the back provides convenient access
to the luggage, and an additional external mesh pocket allows for swift
and easy storage.
INDIVIDUALLY TAILORED COMFORT Kangaroo Luxe has a patented
three-point steering system for a smooth, pleasant ride. The steering
dampner has six settings to suit individual requirements. Disc brakes
on the front wheels as standard ensure safe braking whatever the
weather, and torsion bar suspension smoothes out any bumps.
COME SUNSHINE OR RAIN The cabin protects the children on a rainy
day, or when there’s a chilly wind. In strong sunshine, it’s easy to open
the side windows; the front can be zipped fully open, and the hood can
be opened.

WHAT WILL THE FAMILY NEED?
Kangaroo Luxe allows optional
equipment to be added, depending
on your requirements for example:
> Garage cover
> Sun screen og insect net
> Baby seat
> Interior pockets for small items
> Luggage carrier with light
> Electric motor
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EASY TO ADJUST FOR THE CHILDREN
The children’s seats can slide forwards
or backwards, and the back support
can be laid flat. The seats can also be
reversed to enable eye contact with
the children while you are cycling.
ADJUSTABLE FOR THE PARENTS
Will both parents be using the cycle?
If so, the handlebar and saddle can
be adjusted to various heights so
mum and dad can both find the ideal
cycling position.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Frame construction: Aluminium 6061
Cabin base: Impact-resistant polyethylene (PE),
UV-stabilised
Hood: Nylon, shower-proof fabric
Steering system: Patented three-point
steering system
Front-wheel suspension: Stand-alone torsion
bar suspension
Front wheels: 20 x 1.75 with mono-suspended
hub, double-walled aluminium rim and disc brakes
Back wheels: 26 x 1.75 with internal gear
and footbrake as standard
Net weight: 38 kg
Hood + seats: 6 kg
Load capacity: 100 kg
Wheel track spacing: 86 cm
Dimensions: Length 218 cm · Width 90 cm ·
Height 120 cm
Cabin dimensions: Length 95 cm · Width 70 cm ·
Elbow width 77 cm · Height above seats 77 cm

